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In their Reply [1] to our Comment [2, 3], the authors explain that the background signal subtracted from the raw data for pressure 160 GPa to obtain the superconducting signal is a “UDB\_1 background”, where UDB stands for “user defined background”. Here we point out that in order for this to be understandable, it is necessary to clearly explain how the user obtains the UDB\_1 background. We are unable to find a sufficiently clear explanation of the process in the Reply [1] that would allow a reader to reproduce it. This work was performed in collaboration with D. van der Marel.

Fig. 1 shows the raw data (black points) and the superconducting signal (blue points) for low and high temperature regions around the reported superconducting transition for pressure 160 GPa, given by the authors of the Reply [1] to our Comment [2, 3] in Table 5 of ref. [4]. The red points in Fig. 1 are what has to be subtracted from the black points in order to obtain the blue points. Therefore, the red points are the “user defined background 1” (UDB\_1) defined by the authors of the Reply [1]. A list of the numerical values of this “user defined background 1” that we obtained by subtraction of the superconducting signal from the raw data is given in [5].

The Reply [1] does not explain the process by which these numerical values are obtained by the user. In Table 5 published by the authors in ref. [4], there are 438 numbers for the raw data versus temperature. There has to be a process to obtain 438 numbers for UDB\_1, that are then subtracted from the raw data to obtain the 438 numbers for the superconducting signal given in Table 5 of ref. [4].

The process by which the 438 numbers of UDB\_1 are obtained from the 438 numbers for the measured raw data is not explained in the Reply [1] to our Comment [2, 3].

In the absence of this explanation, the Reply [1] cannot be understood.

We hope the authors will update their posting to include an explanation of the process by which the 438 numerical values for UDB\_1 are generated, so that a reader can reproduce the process of obtaining the superconducting signal from the raw data.
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